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INVESTMENT
It’s been a busy period of investing for
Panoramic, since our last newsletter we
completed three investments across a range
of sectors and transactions types:
n

July 2017: Development capital into Quill
Content, a content creation technology
business

n

October 2017: Employee buy-out of
specialist laser systems distributor
Photonic Solutions.

n

November 2017: Management Buy-In

reputation in its industry for revolutionising

options and a dynamic Buy-In team of

the method and speed at which content can

industry specialists looking to invest in

be produced.

this space. A range of funding options

of specialty chemicals manufacturers
Majestic Polymers and DSA Chemicals.

An increasing trend we are experiencing are
opportunities marketed as ‘trade sales’ that

was considered for the businesses. Here,
our approachable and professional style,
innovative structuring and deal deliverability

The investment mix was a good illustration

could be better suited to a private equity

of the diverse transaction types that we

supported buy-out. The Employee Buyout

undertake and the broad range of sectors

of Photonic Solutions was a good example of

Our objective when structuring transactions

we are interested in. Common themes

this trend. The transaction proved successful

is to provide bespoke funding packages that

amongst these investments were excellent

in providing the vendors with immediate

are best suited to management teams and

management teams, growing markets and

liquidity and an exit from the business whilst

the companies they run. We pride ourselves

niche products.

enabling the next generation of management

on being straightforward to work with

Quill Content is a high growth, technology

and employees to own and take the business

before, during and post investment. The new

forward, which they relished. There was also

investments take the number of portfolio

a clear intention to leave the business in the

businesses in Fund II to five, approximately

as a result of increasing customer demand.

right hands.

a third of the total number of investments

The deal was a co-investment with venture

The Management Buy-In of Majestic

capitalists Smedvig Capital who also co-

Polymers and DSA Chemicals was the

invest alongside us on Captify. Quill has an

combination of a long-established family

excellent management team and an envious

owned business looking for retirement

focused business which required
development capital to support expansion

made Panoramic the chosen party.

planned for the fund. We anticipate
continued momentum in 2018 with a buoyant
pipeline of opportunities in the first quarter
of the year as we continue to invest Fund II. n

PORTFOLIO

HECK! Food
21st in Virgin’s Fast Track 100
Best food and drink at Made in
Yorkshire Awards 2018
Highly commended at the Smith &
Williamson ‘Scale up of the Year
Awards’

Many congratulations to
our portfolio companies
whose significant
achievements have been
recognised by industry
awards in the last
twelve months.

Captify
Winner of London and National
Growth Management Team of the
Year Award at the BVCA 2017
Management Team Awards
Named in the UK’s 100 fastest
growing tech companies Tech
Track 100
Listed by Forbes as ‘One to Watch
in 2017’

Dog Digital
Ranked in Econsultancy Top 100 Digital

Quill

Agencies and named a Top Design and

Listed in Deloitte’s EMEA Technology

Build Agency

Fast 500 – 2017 winners

PORTFOLIO: A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF… CAPTIFY
Search intelligence business Captify was

Futures Board

Chairman Announcement

founded in 2011 by Dominic Joseph and

Captify’s culture is contagious! Captify

In June 2018 Captify welcomed Tom

Adam Ludwin. Panoramic invested in 2013

constantly innovates when it comes to the

Rogers to the board as Chairman. Tom is a

when Captify comprised of 9 staff and 1

inclusion, development and engagement of

high profile US media executive who was

office in London generating revenues of

their team. This is particularly important

formerly CEO of TiVo Inc, founded CNBC

c£2m. In 2018, the business employs over

given the significant number of millennials

and was President of globally recognisable

180 staff in 6 countries worldwide and has

in Captify who have high expectations from

media business NBC Cable. He is a regular

experienced exponential growth in revenues.

their employer and see work as much more

contributor to business news channels in

Captify has been regularly recognised as

than just a job. Last year Captify introduced a

the US, where he is based. Tom has been

one of the UK’s fastest growing companies.

Futures Board, which is a nominated team of

inducted into the Broadcasting Hall of Fame,

Captify continue to revolutionise the industry

eight global Captifiers formed to shape and

the Cable Hall of Fame and has received

and this trend continued in 2017.

influence how the business is run, with a view

Emmy Awards for his contributions to the

to developing the next generation of leaders

development of advanced television. Tom has

Expanding Horizons

for the business. The meetings also include

the experience and vision to guide Captify

Captify’s international expansion continued

Captify’s founders and an investment partner

through its continued fast pace of growth and

with the opening of a new office in Madrid,

from Panoramic or Smedvig.

geographical expansion.

Spain, in December 2017. Newly promoted
VP of Europe, Vincent Pelillo, former MD of

Be the Change

Captify Paris oversaw the launch of Spain

Gender equality is paramount to Captify, who

and its operations, as well as delivery of

last year started an event series “Be the Change”

aggressive expansion plans into other EU

to empower women within the business and

cities. At the time, Dominic Joseph, Captify

industry with the skills and knowledge to

CEO & Co-Founder said “the launch into

progress to senior level roles, creating more

Spain has been accelerated due to industry

gender equality in the boardroom. Inspirational

demand from our global agency partners.

speakers included Lindsay Pattinson, Global

It’s also an interesting market for us as we

CEO of Maxus Worldwide and Diane Young,

test the waters in South America too”. The

Founder of The Drum.

move into Spain follows exponential company
growth in 2017 of 134% driven by success for
global advertisers such as Apple, Microsoft,

And the award goes to:

Nike, American Express and Unilever across

In December 2017, Captify won the National Growth Management Team of the Year

both Europe and the US.

Award at the BVCA Management Team Awards evening. Captify won the Growth
Management Team Award for London and South East in both 2017 and 2016 but were
delighted to go one step further with the National Award in 2017.
The awards are highly prestigious titles handed out by the UKs private equity industry
body, the BVCA. Captify won after seeing off competition from the UK’s fastest growing
and most innovative companies, backed by large scale private equity houses with huge
resources, which makes the win even more sweeter.
Captify’s story, as told by founders of the business, Adam Ludwin and Dominic Joseph, was
captured in film here.

n

PEOPLE
In September we were delighted to welcome Jake Wilson to Panoramic as Investment Manager in our Glasgow
office. Jake joins Panoramic to bolster the team in all areas from deal origination and execution through to
portfolio management.
Jake graduated from the University of Glasgow in 2013 with a degree in Accounting with Finance. Jake then spent
4 years working at KPMG in Glasgow across their Financial Services Audit and Corporate Restructuring practices,
becoming a fully qualified CA during his time at KPMG. Outside of the office, Jake spends his weekends playing
amateur football and is a keen runner. He also enjoys travelling.
Jake’s appointment reflects continued activity in the existing portfolio along with our ambition to grow further
in 2018. n

Considerations when choosing a
private equity partner
Private equity (PE) investors are demanding

test. Investees should look for an equity

focus towards getting the deal done, keeping

of businesses seeking their funding. As part of

partner who can be there when needed and

disruption to a minimum.

pre-term sheet conversations, management

is prepared to roll their sleeves up and get

teams are challenged on everything from

stuck in.

How does Panoramic support its
portfolio businesses?

Transaction delivery, efficiency and approach

As a stable, partner-led investor we develop

should be a high priority for management

close and long-term relationships with

teams to understand. They should also be

our portfolio businesses, providing a clear

encouraged to consider the more nuanced

and responsive point of contact they can

aspects of the deal and future relationship. In

trust. This means decisions can be made

our industry we have seen examples of goal

decisively and at speed. Recent examples

posts being moved, diligence processes

include assisting through tough customer

past career history through to market growth
rates and expansion strategies. However,
raising private equity funding is a two-way
transaction and initial diligence should
naturally flow both ways. Not least because
PE investors need exciting opportunities to
drive their returns. Post deal, the quality of
relationship, alignment of interest, amount

contract negotiations and providing detailed

and type of support provided can significantly

guidance into an exit process. Our support

contribute to the success, or otherwise, of an

tends to focus on areas where we are experts,

investment.

increasingly difficult for investors

on our experience of working with many

straightforward

different businesses and have contacts in
many sectors. We don’t believe we know

PE houses are getting bigger and
more corporate, it is becoming

although as a generalist investor, we draw

decisive

What should prospective
investees look for in their
PE investor? And how do
Panoramic look to support
the management teams it
works with?

responsive

to put themselves in the shoes of the
nimble entrepreneurial business they

private
equity
partner

partnership

back and don’t interfere with day to
day operations. We make it clear from
the outset that our philosophy is to
back management to run the business
and support them in achieving their
ambitions.

entrepreneurial
innovative

wish to invest in. We believe the ability

better than the management teams we

to understand where each other is coming

Critically, we are a low volume investor,
completing four or five investments per
year. This gives us capacity to dedicate time

from is an important tool in developing a

to our portfolio companies and provide the

positive working relationship and keeping

personalised service that is demanded and

interests aligned. As a small, entrepreneurial

necessary to be successful. We are extremely

partner-led business ourselves we appreciate

drawn out and funders who are unable to

the commitment and challenge that comes

deliver the initial deal they signed up to. The

with owning and growing your own business.

result is disruption to the business along with

These include people performing many roles,

fatigue and frustration to the management

enabling budgets to stretch as far as possible

teams. Choose carefully and be aware that

and needing to make decisions quickly to stay

the process is intense and relationship

Why does it matter?

ahead of the competition. Investees should

long term. Our approach here is to act with

Private equity funding can be an

look for a PE investor who understands and

integrity, operate in a straightforward and

exceptionally positive and powerful way to

can support this way of working.

transparent manner and keep to our word,

realise management ownership or growth

not promising something that cannot be

ambitions. It is however a heavily committed,

delivered.

closely personal long-term relationship of

Genuine quality service can seem in short
supply in a fast-paced modern society. In
our industry we believe it should translate

Negotiating terms is a unique process and

to being responsive, working as a partner

no two opportunities are the same. We

throughout the investment lifecycle and

increasingly find that working collaboratively

being there when things get tough. Most

with management teams and being open and

investors can be affable when things are

flexible when structuring investments drives

going well, but it’s when things don’t go to

positive results. If innovative thinking can be

plan that the quality of investor and the

applied upfront it can break down barriers

relationship with investees is put to the

and quickly lead to agreed terms enabling

selective in the businesses we work with and
feel that prospective investees should be
equally selective when choosing an equity
partner.

joint ownership – sharing in successes and
challenges alike. This makes the choice of
equity partner very important and a decision
which should be carefully considered when
presented with various offers for funding. We
feel our ethos and approach is well matched
to the management teams and business we
look to support. n
Continued on back page

In conversation with:

Mark Briscoe, co-investor and managing director of Majestic Polymers
and DSA Chemicals
believed the business would be a good match

satisfied all parties was harder and mentally

for me, and likewise me for the business. A

tough at times. The process from start to finish

meeting with the owner quickly established

took longer than expected and was heavily

interest for both parties and we set about

involved. At completion there is the adrenalin

putting a Buy-In proposal together.

rush that the deal is done. It quickly goes

What attracted you to the
businesses?
A well established and diversified customer
base with a wide geographical spread. Further,

chemical industry experts and co-investors

During the process Panoramic provided clear

that the business had good people and there

and sensible advice, along with excellent

were clear opportunities to grow and develop

options for necessary due diligence work

the business from what it is today.

streams. Post completion there is continued

specialty chemicals businesses Majestic

I considered a full range of funding types and

Polymers and DSA Chemicals. Six months in,

combinations including bank, mezzanine,

Managing Director Mark gives insight into

vendor and private equity finance.

businesses.

How did the Majestic and DSA
opportunity arise?

is no time for recovery post deal completion!

markets are attractive. Importantly, I sensed

Management Buy-in of Yorkshire based

the transaction and his ambitions for the

resulting from the ownership change, so there

What support has Panoramic
given you?

What options for funding the
acquisition did you consider?

Mark Briscoe and Peter Weaver in the

You get hit by questions from all directions

competitors – demonstrating that the end

a varied product mix and large and successful

In November 2017, Panoramic backed

though as you now must make the plan work.

and proactive support from the team in the
form of advice on various matters which have

Why did you choose Panoramic as
your PE sponsor?
The deal type and size matched well with
Panoramic’s stated investment criteria

I had been looking for an opportunity to get

including cheque size, business type,

back invested and involved with a chemical

management team ambition and transaction

manufacturing and development business for

type. Panoramic were responsive with Partner

some time. My corporate finance advisor came

led involvement from David Wilson and the

across an interesting chemicals business being

wider Investment team from the get-go, which

marketed as a trade sale in Doncaster. He

continued from initial introduction through
to deal completion and now into Board and

needed to be dealt with since purchase
and as we look to integrate the businesses.

Key facts

business support. Panoramic were pragmatic

Sector: Manufacturing

continue to be today), demonstrated flexibility

team at any time.

in the finalised deal structure and importantly

HQ: Doncaster

were experienced in this type of transaction –

Date of investment: November 2017

so were willing and able to apply a proven and

What are your long-term
ambitions for the business?

Deal type: Buy-in management buyout

the same time this ensured that my risk from

Panoramic Team: David Wilson and

doing this type of transaction for the first time

David Atkinson

and straightforward to work with (and

rigorous approach to getting the deal done. At

was best managed.

What challenges have you
encountered, during the process
and since?
Agreeing heads of terms with the vendor was
the easy bit. Getting to an agreement which

It gives me confidence that I can contact the

Building on the businesses current strengths,
my ambition is to establish ourselves as the
“go-to” European (and eventually global)
supplier partner in our chosen sector areas of
expertise. I want Majestic and DSA to be the
sector leader in service and ease with which to
do business, especially in R&D as we embrace
our customers’ demands to deliver even
greater environmentally sustainable product
and system solutions. n
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